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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

MORE RAMBLINGS
I hope you are enjoying the last days of fall and driving that Porsche
while the sun still shines and the roads are clean.
Charities and us, the High Desert Region, have been a large Board
discussion topic during the year. As you know we have been doing the
“Gala” the last few years. It worked, but it took a lot of effort by the
hard working few and we were seeing a decline in attendance. This year
we had no volunteers to put it on. Prior to the Gala we did the Silent
Auction at the holiday dinner. Again lots of effort for some and they
didn’t have time to enjoy the evening. As it turns out, with our growth
over the years, we don’t have enough space at Awbrey Glen for us and a
silent auction.
We enjoy supporting our two main charities and want to continue with that support. What to
do? We have a plan we feel will work well for our HDR members and our charities. We will be
accepting your donation check(s) at the Holiday Dinner made out to our charity(s). That way
the club is no longer the middle man and you can claim the deduction on your taxes if you
chose. When you present your donation(s) you will receive a drawing ticket(s), one for each
charity you support. At the end of the evening we will pull the two winning tickets. Each
winning ticket will receive a special “Porsche Goodie Basket”.
More on this next month. This is a heads up so you can plan now, and not start looking for
those silent auction items. Also we’ll review our two charities for you.
In keeping with the first Saturday of the month A&D, we will now have a first Saturday of the
month Tech Session until we start driving again in the spring. November the 2nd at German
Master Tech will be our kick-off event.
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Our first “Off Pavement” drive went well. All drivers enjoyed the route and were looking for
more. Note, no scratches, dings or mechanical issues, some dust was the only negative. We
are working to expand this activity for our Cayenne and Macon members. More to come on
this, expect an email blast in the near future with more details. My thanks to Jeremy Williams
for volunteering to oversee our Off Pavement group.
See you down the road, I’ll be flashing my lights at you!

Tim

Tim and Sue Hagner’s Zuffenhausen Award winning entry at the 2017 Parade in Spokane. –ED.
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The Last of 2019

ARRIVE AND DRIVE
-Lavender, Alpacas,& Porsches-

October’s A&D was different than the typical spirited drive stopping only for rest this one
resembled more a Mini-Tour of Central Oregon. Thanks to Sue Hagner, short drives were
used to connect nearby tourist spots that we locals usually just blow by.

The first stop was at Tumalo Lavender, a successful local Lavender farm.
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We were treated to an education in
Lavender by owners Gordon and Judy
Knight including a tour of the property,
greenhouses and their gift shop.

The lavender plants they sell
apparently go fast in the spring, so get
your orders in by April for Central
Oregon climate tolerant plants.

We then split back up into our 3 Touring
groups and headed out to Terrebonne for a
visit to the Alpaca Country Estates, an
Alpaca breeding, sales of animals and wool
producing ranch along with a boutique of
alpaca wool products. We were the guests
of owners Art and Nancy and given a
detailed tour of the facilities.
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Starting in the birthing/nursery
barn we enjoyed seeing
newborns nursing on their
mothers. Then on to the adults in
their pens.
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Our youngest HDR
member, Jackson Lauray
with his dad, Scott ,made
new friends.
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Dave Vadman got “up
close and personal” with
an affectionate new friend
too!
We learned all about
shearing and had time to
browse the boutique
before heading to our last
stop on the tour,
Madeline’s in Redmond for
lunch. Everyone enjoyed the different A&D and the beautiful weather. Thanks to Sue and
Tim for a memorable closure to the driving season!
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ANOTHER TYPE OF DRIVE
Now that Porsche SUV sales exceed sportscar sales, and are the financial mainstay of the
company, we see more and more “Porsche Enthusiasts” driving Cayennes and Macans. Its
only right that we should offer activities appropriate to the potential off-roaders.

As such, the last Arrive and Drive had a
dedicated SUV course for a portion of the Drive.
Jeremy Williams led the group as they hit the
backroads.

Off on the “scenic route”
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Not lost at all, the group rendezvoused at the Alpaca ranch to join back up with the Porsche
sportscars and enjoyed lunch at Madeline’s, sharing back-road stories. Look for more of this
activity in the future!

A “Tip of the Hat” to Glenn Parker, a former HDR member who organized SUV tours,
including a genuine Off-Road–Over- the- Mountains drive, back in the early days of Cayennes
when there were only a few in the club! Now with more members enjoying them the activity
should endure.
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HIBERNATING YOUR PORSCHE
Text by Jeremy Williams

If you’re going to be putting your beloved Porsche away for the winter weather, here are
some suggestions to remember in regards to vehicle hibernation:

#1 Fluids
Ideally, to protect your engine the best, it’d be prudent to have the oil/filter changed
before you put the vehicle away for hibernation, AND THEN again when it comes out of
hibernation in the spring, but this all depends on whether you’re driving your Porsche
during the winter season. The reason for changing before winter is to get rid of any nasty
contaminants/condensation suspended in the oil before they sit in the engine/crankcase
for the winter months; these contaminants/condensation could cause some minor engine
corrosion. For those of you not driving your Porsche in winter, by changing at least the oil
again in the spring after hibernation (you could skip the filter change in the spring if you
haven’t started your engine all winter long), you’re getting rid of any possible condensation
that may have accumulated over the winter. Alternatively, for those of you who are driving
your Porsche at times in the winter, and for more than 30 minutes at a time in order to get
the engine up to proper temp, then you’re burning off that condensation, so you could
forgo the spring oil change.
For those storing your Porsche all winter long, we understand that the before and after
winter oil changes add up to more expense due to the higher cost of high-quality engine oil
(either high Zinc content for aircooled’s, or full synthetic for watercooled’s). So, when
clients ask us when they should have the oil/filter changed only a SINGLE time in order to
save money, either before or after winter hibernation, we recommend that they have it
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changed when the car comes out of hibernation before driving in the spring, so that they’re
driving on fresh oil and filter.

What about other fluids like transmission, gear, power steering, clutch, windshield washer,
and brake? As long as you’re using winter blend windshield washer fluid, the only fluid that
might gather considerable worrisome condensation over the winter is the brake fluid.
Brake fluid is hygroscopic, meaning it gathers moisture from the air. The amount of current
water content in your brake fluid can be checked with a reliable fluid tester, and it should
not have more than 2% water content in it. If you don’t have access to a reliable tester,
then typically it takes about 2-2.5years for brake fluid to gather ~2% moisture in our
climate. Like with the oil change now or later question, if the brake fluid has 3.5%+
moisture, it’d be best to flush/bleed the brake fluid before going into hibernation. If it has
2-3.5%, then after hibernation would be best.

Be sure to fill your fuel tank all the way to the top before you put your Porsche into
hibernation. This will save your fuel system from oxidation and will also displace any water
that may currently be in the system. It’s a good idea to add the fuel system stabilizer at the
same time, and then run the engine to get the stabilizer through the induction system,
following their specific directions.

#2 Pre-storage
The next step is to find a good clean, dry, secure location to store your car. A garage with a
concrete pad is ideal. Start by cleaning out the interior of the car. Vacuum, dust, clean…the
more spotless your car is, the better it will handle storage. This is essential to preventing
mold, mildew and critters from overcoming your precious interior. You might put a bag or
two of silica gel, which absorbs any moisture in the air, on the floorboards to keep the
interior extra dry.
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Once the interior is spotless, you should now focus your attention on the exterior of the
car. Start by washing the car from top to bottom. Make sure to really clean the wheels well,
as brake dust is very corrosive. However, do not put the vehicle away wet! This is tricky if
you try to drive the car right up to that first heavy rainy or snowy day. You should never put
your car away wet unless you want to encourage mildew, mold, and/or rust to form
everywhere the water collects.

When you wash the car use this opportunity to make sure that all the internal drains work.
It’s not uncommon for drains to clog up during the fall with leaves, debris, etc. Vacuum any
leaves/debris. There are surprisingly more drains in the car than you think.

After washing and drying the car, if you haven’t detailed your car in a while, give it a proper
wax job if it’s not too cold in your garage, as high-quality wax can be difficult to apply when
it’s cold out.

#3 Storage
When all maintenance and cleaning items have been covered, you are now ready to
position the car for storage.

Persnickety tip: If you really want to go overboard, you can lay down a waterproof plastic
drop-sheet where you will be storing the car. Before purchasing the plastic sheet, insure it
is large enough to envelop the lower half of your vehicle. Park the car on the plastic drop
sheet. The reason you should have a waterproof drop sheet is to prevent fluid transfers in
both directions (ie prevent water vapor from rising from below the car, and prevent any
vehicle fluids from staining the cement storage pad). If you’re storing your vehicle outside,
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the plastic sheet will also help prevent lazy rodents from finding a nice winter nest up in
your cabin filter area, engine bay, or interior. It might also be a good idea to lay a few nonpoisonous rodent traps around if your vehicle can be easily accessed from outside, unless
you have small children who will want to play with the traps. If you poison the rodents,
they may then climb inside the vehicle and perish there, leaving you with a very nasty odor.
As we know here in Central Oregon, rodents are always looking for a cozy winter home and
nests built in vehicles or engine bays are common. Your next step would be to tuck the
plastic drop sheet up and around the bottom half of your vehicle. This once again prevents
moisture from diffusing from underneath the car.

Once the car is in position, you can place the car on jack stands if you wish. The reasoning
for this is two-fold;
1) it takes the strain off suspension components, thus slowing the aging on such
components as bushings and shocks
2) it prevents your tires from developing “flat spots”
If you are not sure how to jack up your car, consult the vehicle manual for approved jacking
points.
Regardless of jacking the vehicle up, it’s recommended to inflate your tires to the maximum
psi listed on the outer sidewall of the tire. Check the pressures, including spare, every few
weeks to watch for any slow leaks. (When the vehicle comes out of hibernation, be sure to
remember to readjust the tire pressures down to suggested road pressures based on
vehicle load- put a sticky note on the steering wheel).

Persnickety tip: Plugging the exhaust tips with steel wool will help prevent rodents and
other critters from using your exhaust system as a winter home.
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The next area to turn your attention too will be the vehicle’s battery. Most batteries do not
winter well at all. All batteries discharge over time so you must ensure that your battery
does not discharge too much, otherwise, it will age prematurely. The best solution to this
problem is a special type of battery charger called a battery tender or maintainer. We
prefer the CTEK brand, which Porsche private labels as their own. These battery-saving
“smart” devices “float” a battery charge at a specific voltage vs constantly charging the
battery blindly which can ruin it. $75 for a quality battery maintainer can save you from
buying a $150+ battery every couple of years.
When you connect the battery tender to the battery, inspect for any corrosion (whitish
crust) on the two battery terminal posts. If you have any corrosion, you’ll want to clean it
off with a fine brush.

Some of you may be wondering if, every few weeks, you should start your vehicle and allow
it to run for a period of time. Starting the vehicle, letting it idle for 10min, and then shutting
it off is not recommended. This start/idle/shutdown procedure will not allow the engine to
reach optimal operating temperature to burn off contaminants in the system, like driving
the vehicle for 30min+ will. Instead, this start/idle/shutdown procedure can retain
condensation in the system which can cause corrosion, contamination, and other issues.
So, quite simply, if you’re going to start your engine when your Porsche is in hibernation,
then be prepared to take it for a lengthy drive to give it some exercise.
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At this stage, you’re almost done!
The last suggested step would be to cover the
car with a car cover if you have one, tucking
the plastic sheet into the car cover. The ideal
car cover for garage storage will be permeable
and somewhat thick. Ideally the car should be
covered to keep dust and sunlight from a
garage window off of the vehicle. There are a large number of aftermarket car covers
available. Remember that this cover will be protecting your investment, so invest in a
higher quality car cover.

That’s it! You’re done winterizing your beloved Porsche. Next Spring, your Porsche will be
ready to run free once again!

Text and photo; Jeremy Williams of Matrix Integrated (European Auto)
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The High Desert Region Porsche Club of America
Invites you to Attend Our
Annual Holiday Dinner and Charity Event

- Saturday December 14th
- 6:00 Cocktails
- 7:00 Dinner
- “Nineteen” at Awbrey Glen Golf Course
2500 NW Awbrey Glen Drive
-Cost: $50/person, Country Club Dinner Attire
Note: We have space for only 110 guests, so please Register ahead at:
Motorsportsreg.com
Registration is open now!

This will be our only money-raising event for our two charities. This year the event will be an
opportunity to make a direct donation to each of our worthy, automotive-related charities. To
ensure Tax deductibility of your donation, bring your checkbook! Special Porsche and Holidayoriented gift baskets will be awarded by drawing to two lucky donors.
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ABOUT THE HIGH DESERT
REGION’S CHARITIES

The Deschutes County Skidcar Training
The Deschutes County Skidcar Training Program is an all-weather driver enhancement
program, taught with the aid of the Skidcar Training Platform: a wheeled frame and hydraulic
dolly system that attaches to the frame of a regular
passenger car with the ability to reduce or increase the
amount of traction the vehicle has.
The Deschutes County Skidcar Training Program is a four
hour class—with one hour in the classroom and three
hours driving in the car. During the training, techniques
discussed and practiced include: proper eye placement, proper acceleration, proper braking,
proper steering techniques, weight and energy management, and proper tire decisions and
maintenance. Students learn to properly use antilock braking systems, and understand the
differences between rear wheel drive/front wheel drive/four wheel drive systems. They also
learn about Electronic Stability Control and Electronic Traction Control in modern vehicles.
Instructors also discuss and practice skid/slide prevention, control, and recovery.
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The High Desert Region donations go to scholarships for High School students chosen by the
individual High Schools. In the past, we have sponsored approximately 40 students per year
to this life-saving accident-avoidance school.

The COCC Foundation
Since 1955, Central Oregon Community College Foundation scholarships have enabled
students to learn new skills, earn technical certificates, complete two-year associate degrees
and be prepared to pursue the remainder of their undergraduate studies at a college or
university.
We are proud, and exceedingly grateful, that Central Oregon Community College Foundation
scholarships have impacted the lives of tens of thousands of Central Oregon students. These
students come from all corners of the College district and share one belief that education can
change and improve their lives. The High Desert Region contributions are given to students in
Automotive Training programs.
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MONTHLY MEETING
OCTOBERFEST!
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The October monthly meeting was in the Octoberfest Theme, with appropriate German food
and the tables flanked by the new Porsche 992 roll-out vehicles.

Tim brought us up to date on Club activities alongside the new 911 C4S.
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The Star of the show was the new 911 Speedster! The best Speedster version of the 911 yet,
but at $280K only a pipedream for most of us.

The November Monthly meeting will be our Annual Meeting with election of Board Members
and planning for 2020 - Be sure to attend!!
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GOODWOOD
Text and photos by David Vadman
Editor’s Note: David and Maureen Vadman, the HDR’s representatives to the world of British
Sports Cars, have attended Goodwood twice!

At the end of summer approaching a sad time to winterize the ride, do you feel need for an
uplifted mind; a revival of great drives gone by? You can find comfort and personal revival

by planning about a year in advance for tickets to attend Goodwood Revival at the Lord March
Estate, Chichester, England.

The March Estate first hosted racing on their private 7 turn, 2.4-mile track in the early 1900’s
and, but for European war times, continued until 1966 when the head of family discontinued
racing because he considered the cars had become too fast and dangerous. The hiatus from
racing continued until the now Lord March had the idea of hosting vintage racing allowing only
cars older than 1966. In the 25 years since, the annual mid-September 3 day event is the
world’s largest and most celebrated historic motor racing and vintage culture event. With
most of the attendees (70 to 90 thousand each day) dressing in period attire from the 1940s,
‘50s and ‘60s, the fans gathered to honor 100 years of Bentley and also 60 years of Mini.
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The event opens on Friday with practice
runs, by class of car, and ends the day with
a Friday night twilight to dark one-hour,
two driver race for closed- GT cockpit, 3
liter and greater with racing provenance
prior to 1963: the Kinrara Trophy. This
class witnessed Aston DB$ GT, XK-E,
Ferrari 250 GT SWB & GTO, Big Healy, and
Cobra. The two driver proviso required a
pit/switch at a time of each entrant’s
choosing.
Both Friday and Saturday included a demonstration event to commemorate the 1959 Royal
Auto Club Tourist Trophy Event during which Stirling Moss and Aston Martin clinch the World
Sportscar Championship. This memorable event included Moss starting at the pole and up
against Ferrari and Porsche, particularly and drivers Phil Hill, Dan Gurney, Carrol Shelby, Jo
Bonnier, Wolfgang Von Trips with Roy Salvadori sharing the Aston DBR1 with Moss. Stirling
was on the track along with a DBR1, a Ferrari works car and a Cooper; previous rides enjoyed
by the master.
Saturday provided the Fordwater Trophy, (25 minute sports and GT circa 1960 - 1966) finding
Abarth-Simca, TVR, 911’s, Lotus Elite and Elan, Morgan +4 SS, Ferrari 275 GTB and MG-B. The
pace then shifted to 60’s 500cc Motorcycles; principally Matchless, MV Agusta, Norton, and
few other marques. The afternoon started with a two part race (Sat and Sunday) for “saloon”
(sedan) cars 1950 thru 1959. The surprise terror of the track was a Studebaker Silver Hawk.
This American (icon?) fended off the likes of Jaguar Mk 1, Jowett Javelin, MG Magnett, Austin
A40 and 1959 Thunderbird (4 passenger of course) that is a regular at this track. The Volvo
PV544 showed well as did a single Alfa Giulietta Ti.
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Next in line on Saturday afternoon witnessed Grand Prix and Voiturette (look it up!) cars from
1930 to 1951; open wheel and spanning from 1.5 to 4.4 liter outputs. Maserati and ERA Btype accounted for most of the entries, but also on the track were Ferrari, and 8 liter Bentley,
Alfa, and a lone Frazer-Nash. This early open wheel entertainment was followed by 1.5 liter
max displacement Grand Prix cars that raced from 1961 to 1965. Closing the Saturday
afternoon was a race for World Championship sports cars of a type that raced between 1955
and 1960; the heavy hitters including Lister Chev and Jaguar motored, Lotus Climax, Birdcage
Maserati, a Dino Ferrari, D-type Jaguar and Cooper variations. Motivation came from 2 to 5
liter capacities.

Sunday racing opens with a curious lot of 500 cc Formula 3 cars that raced between 1948 and
1959. Not a mainstream category perhaps, but exciting competition between Cooper-Norton,
other Norton powered machines, several Triumph powered and others whose names escape
immediate recognition.
The next Sunday race jumped up to 2.5 liter front and rear engine Grand Prix cars known for
the period 1954 through 1960. Once again Cooper and Lotus accounted for much of the field
with a single Ferrari Dino and 4 Maserati in the mix.
The big fun came next with a race for pre-war
Bentley Sports Cars. This may be an early
example of “Race on Sunday, sell on
Monday”. All racers ran Bentley 3 and 4 ½
Liter motors with open touring coachwork,
but for a single Parkward Saloon (properly
prepared, it avoided rollover diving into the
tight chicane). Included models were Speed,
LeMans, and Supercharged that ran in front
of period correct, but standard production
models.
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A commemorative Tourist Trophy race (as completed in Stirling Moss 1959 event recognition)
brought out heavy hitters from Cobra, Jaguar XKE lightweight, 2 lovely 904 GTS’, and a 906
running against a very quick TVR Griffith and a not so fast Bizzarrini 5300 GT. This was a 1 hour
two driver challenge showing some strategy for when to switch drivers in these GT and
prototype racers as was experienced in 1960 to 1964. As Sunday continues into late afternoon
and the end of this spectacular weekend, two more races are offered. The first is a race for
unlimited sports prototypes of a type raced
up to 1966. This group included LolaChevrolet, Ford GT 40, Porsche 910,
McClaren-Chevrolet and one-off Lotus
Chevrolet, Cooper Ford, Lotus-Oldsmobile,
Bizzaririni, Cooper-Maserati and CooperFord.

The day and weekend concluded with heavy metal sports cars characterized as the spirit of the
Goodwood nine-hour races held between 1952 and 1955. Entered here were Jaguar D-Type,
Jaguar C-Type, Aston Martin DB3S, Healey 100-S, Frazer Nash, several Maserati, an Allard,
Cooper Jaguar and Ferrari 290MM; a “smashing” conclusion to a thrill packed series of vintage
racing competitions.
A summary of the weekend is remiss if
an utterly unique race event is not
described; the Setterington Cup. This
unique and very entertaining event is a
competition allowing male and female
racers age 12 and under a chance to
conquer a LeMans start and using all
their pedal power to streak toward the
finish line beyond a constructed quick
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turn chicane. Their ride is a one design vintage Austin J40 scaled replica. A race was held on
both Saturday and Sunday at mid-day; the drivers are appropriately clad in period correct
mechanics coveralls and a proper hat. Winner this year with a breakaway performance 5
seconds ahead of the next finisher was possibly the oldest entrant and benefited from a pole
position.

But wait, there’s more! If you drive to the
event in a proper vintage vehicle, (and
thousands do from the Continent as well as
United Kingdom). You are awarded special
parking close to entrances. This becomes a
free walk around car show where you can
happen upon a 1952 Studebaker
Convertible adjacent a #4 quality XK E
lightweight replica for instance. The next row may have the Morgan, MG, Lancia, Jaguar 140
and 150 sharing a common line up with Porsche and Riley.
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